RYAN SAMUELS

YOU CAN’T HUG YOUR CHILDREN WITH PIPE BOMBS

Untargeted causality—inside out exploration
street-side car explosion, UN sanctioned

gasoline barrels and burnt children. israel moves!
—gaza strip stripped—armoured tank fury

distinction blurry—hijabed mother or suicide bomber?—
get killed or stay inside. the revolution starts tonight!

wound tight airport security officer checks shoes
brand new x-ray scanner finds cocaine/anthrax/gun powder

travel warning: london, bali, new york, thailand, mumbai;
everyone’s everywhere, they’re hiding bombs too

threatening swine flu, SARS spread by rabid chickens,
no more wafu steak, mad cow japanese bombed pearl harbor

unwed teenage mothers stealing your tax dollars
funding terrorists with backyard hydro set-ups
new drug on the scene—meow meow—
makes whores of your daughters and crims of your sons

stock market crashes, ASX down, foreign investors
stealing your town, recession imminent! buy now!

herald sun headline reads—front page, bold type—
‘Australia corrupted by Islamic hype’